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mulPBA : an efficient multiple protein structure alignment method based on a structural alphabet.

The increasing number of available protein structures requires efficient tools for multiple structure comparison. Indeed, multiple structural alignments are essential for analysis of function, evolution and architecture of protein structures. For this purpose, we propose a new web server called mulPBA (multiple Protein Block Alignment). This server implements a method based on a structural alphabet to describe the backbone conformation of a protein chain in terms of dihedral angles. This 'sequence-like' representation enables the use of powerful sequence alignment methods for primary structure comparison, followed by an iterative refinement of the structural superposition. This approach yields alignments superior to most of the rigid-body alignment methods and highly comparable to the flexible structure comparison approaches.

We implement this method in a web server designed to do multiple structure superimpositions from a set of structures given by the user. Outputs are given as both sequence alignment and superposed 3D structures visualized directly by static images generated by PyMol or through a Jmol applet allowing dynamic interaction. Multiple global quality measures are given. Relatedness between structures is indicated by a distance dendogram. Superimposed structures in PDB format can be also downloaded and the results are quickly obtained. mulPBA server can be accessed at www.dsimb.inserm.fr/dsimb_tools/mulpba/.
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Introduction

It has been an important requirement to compare protein structures for the interpretation of functional, dynamic and evolutionary properties. Multiple structure comparisons are essential to obtain a simultaneous comparison of a group of structures, which is also a critical step in many modeling and threading approaches (Akutsu & Sim 1999; Panchenko, Marchler-Bauer & Bryant 1999; Dunbrack 2006). Most of the methods of structure comparison identify structural equivalences by comparing local structural fragments (Holm & Sander 1993; Shindyalov & Bourne 1998; Ortiz, Strauss & Olmea 2002; Krissinel & Henrick 2004; Ye & Godzik 2005; Konagurthu, Whisstock, Stuckey & Lesk 2006; Menke, Berger & Cowen 2008; Ilinkin, Ye & Janardan 2010). These fragment-based approaches do not require a priori knowledge of the conformation of the fragments.

A more recent group of methods attempt to classify local protein structures into a limited set of local backbone conformations before carrying out comparisons. These methods are based on libraries of local backbone structures that represent the frequently occurring regular backbone conformations. A library of local backbone conformations that can be used to abstract a complete protein backbone is called a Structural Alphabet (SA). Abstraction of structures in terms of SA helps to encode 3D information into a 1D sequence (Offmann, Tyagi & de Brevern 2007; Joseph et al. 2010; Joseph, Bornot & de Brevern 2010). Classical amino acid sequence alignment strategies can be adopted for comparison. A few methods have been developed for comparing protein structures based on structural alphabets (e.g., (Guyon, Camproux, Hochez & Tuffery 2004; Friedberg et al. 2007; Tung, Huang & Yang 2007; Ku & Hu 2008; Wang & Zheng 2008; Yang 2008)). When compared to the methods based on similarity of 3D structural measures, the approaches based on structural alphabets are significantly faster. A widely
used SA, named Protein Blocks (PBs) (de Brevern, Etchebest & Hazout 2000; Dudev & Lim 2007; Zimmermann & Hansmann 2008; Rangwala, Kauffman & Karypis 2009; Joseph et al. 2010; Suresh, Ganesan & Parthasarathy 2012) was used for 3D to 1D approximation. A curated online protein block sequence database, PDB-2-PB was recently published (Suresh et al. 2012). PBs were used to develop an efficient method for comparing two protein structures (Tyagi, Gowri, Srinivasan, de Brevern & Offmann 2006; Tyagi et al. 2006; Tyagi, de Brevern, Srinivasan & Offmann 2008). The structures were translated into PB sequences followed by the alignment of the PB sequences. The alignment was carried out with the use of an anchor-based dynamic programming algorithm which first identifies all high scoring and structurally favorable local alignments (anchors) and then aligns the segments between them to obtain a global alignment. This improved PB based structure alignment approach (iPBA) outperformed other established methods when tested on benchmark datasets (Gelly, Joseph, Srinivasan & de Brevern 2011).

We have extended the iPBA approach to the comparison of multiple structures (Joseph, Srinivasan & de Brevern 2012). A progressive strategy similar to that used in CLUSTALW (Thompson, Higgins & Gibson 1994) was adopted. PB sequence alignment determines the residue equivalences for the 3D structural fit and the fitted structures are optimized by structure based iterative refinements (Joseph et al. 2012). The web-server provides a good platform for multiple structure comparisons. Different measures for determining the quality of alignments are incorporated. A dendogram is also displayed to indicate the relative structural divergence. The proposed development also offers a user-friendly interface to view and analyse the 3D superposition along with the access to downloadable alignment files (both sequence and structural alignment).
Methods

The server can be used to compare multiple protein structures. Figure 1 presents the different steps of the method.

**Input.** The user can either provide the coordinates in the standard PDB format or enter the PDB code (Figure 1.1). The identifiers of chains to be compared should also be given.

**Pre-Processing.** The atomic coordinate sets are first translated into sequences of Protein Blocks (Figure 1.1). PBs constitute a library of 16 pentapeptide conformations (labeled from $a$ to $p$) each described by a series of $\Phi$, $\Psi$ dihedral angles. Representing backbone conformations in terms of PBs provided a reasonable approximation (de Brevern et al. 2000) with a root mean square deviation ($\text{rmsd}$) of 0.42 Å (de Brevern 2005).

**Computing pairwise alignment.** The pairwise alignments are obtained using iPBA which performs an anchor based alignment by finding structurally conserved regions, identified as local alignments (Gelly et al. 2011; Joseph, Srinivasan & de Brevern 2011). The structurally conserved regions are defined for residues with $\text{Ca}$ atoms within 3 Å (Tyagi et al. 2006). A combination of local (Huang 1991) and global (Needleman & Wunsch 1970) dynamic programming algorithms is used for the alignment (Figure 1.2). The PB substitution matrix was generated using substitution frequencies obtained from alignments of domain pairs in PALI (Balaji, Sujatha, Kumar & Srinivasan 2001) with no more than 40% sequence identity (Gelly et al. 2011).

**Computing multiple alignments.** A progressive multiple sequence alignment strategy similar to CLUSTALW (Thompson et al. 1994) was used. A guide tree was used to guide the assembly of sequences based on the degree of similarity (Figure 1.3). The alignment of two sequences (or groups of sequences) is carried out using dynamic
programming based on average ‘sum of pairs’ scores. The structurally conserved regions in the pairwise alignments are given higher weights during the progressive alignment, similar to the idea used in DBCLUSTAL (Thompson, Plewniak, Thierry & Poch 2000) (Figure 1.4). Optimizations of gap penalties and anchor weights have been carried out extensively to have the best multiple alignment scores (see section below) on a large dataset. Optimization was done with a dataset composed of 330 protein families with more than 2 members, from HOMSTRAD database (Mizuguchi, Deane, Blundell & Overington 1998) and 200 domain families from the recent version of PALI dataset V 2.8a (Balaji et al. 2001; Gowri, Pandit, Karthik, Srinivasan & Balaji 2003).

**3D structural alignment.** PROFIT (version 3.1) (Martin & Porter 2010) performs least squares fit of protein structures based on the residue equivalences in a given sequence alignment. The multiple PB sequence alignment is translated to amino acid sequence alignment which is given as input for PROFIT (Figure 1.5).

**Multiple alignment scores:** Different kinds of scores mainly derived from earlier works were employed (Gelly et al. 2011; Joseph et al. 2011; Joseph et al. 2012):

1. $N_{rms}$: The percentage of alignment columns with less than 30% of elements as gaps and $rmsd$ less than 3.0Å.
2. $N_{gdt}$: The percentage of aligned positions with less than 30% gaps and maximum distance less than a given cut-off. A weighted average of the number of columns associated with the distance cut-offs of 3.0Å, 4.0Å, 5.0Å and 6.0Å was calculated in a similar way as that of GDT score (Zemla 2003; Zemla et al. 2007).
(3) \( N_{3.5} \): The average number of aligned residue pairs that are within a distance of 3.5\( \text{Å} \), counted for different combinations of pairwise comparisons in the multiple alignments.

**Output for multiple alignments.** With the Jmol applet (Jmol), users can have a 3D analysis of the superposed structures and also choose different visual structure representations. Images of the aligned structures rendered in PyMol are also provided. The residue equivalences in the 3D alignment are given as a complete sequence alignment. The corresponding PBs are also shown in the alignment. A structural distance based dendogram is provided to identify outliers in the alignment. Users can download the coordinates of the aligned structures in PDB format and PyMol scripts are also given for local analysis of the superposition. Raw output file with sequence alignment and quality scores is also downloadable in text format (see sup S1 for more details).

**Discussion**

The quality of alignments generated by mulPBA was compared with other popular methods available. An average gain of 84.7\% in alignment quality was obtained across the different measures (\( N_{\text{rms}} \), \( N_{\text{gdt}} \) and \( N_{3.5} \)), with respect to the alignments in the HOMSTRAD dataset (Mizuguchi et al. 1998). This databank is used as a reference set that encompasses more than 300 protein families superimposed. A similar comparison was also carried out with MUSTANG software (Konagurthu et al. 2006) that is used in the PALI database (Balaji et al. 2001). For more than 300 protein families, 85\% of the alignments were improved with mulPBA while the other cases are quite close to MUSTANG results.
Assessments have also been carried out on a small dataset of 50 non-trivial cases randomly chosen from the twilight set in the SABMARK dataset (Van Walle, Lasters & Wyns 2005). Alignments generated by methods like MUSTANG (Konagurthu et al. 2006), MultiProt (Lupyan, Leo-Macias & Ortiz 2005) and 3DCOMB (Wang, Peng & Xu 2011) were used for comparison.

About 48 (96%) cases of alignments were of better quality than MUSTANG and 44 (88%) were better when compared to MultiProt. The difference was less striking with respect to the recent 3DCOMB methodology with 29 (58%) cases of better alignment quality. Figure 2 gives the number of cases where mulPBA have better N_{rms}, N_{gdt} and N_{3.5} scores when compared to MUSTANG, MultiProt and 3DCOMB. mulPBA clearly shows high improvements when compared to widely used approaches like MUSTANG and MultiProt. In the SABmark dataset, about 6 of the alignments generated with mulPBA had large decline in the alignment quality (scores > 5) with respect to 3DCOMB. Most of the cases involved inherent flexibility of structures where the equivalences reflected in the PB alignments were not captured efficiently in the 3D structural fit. In a few of these cases, the structures involve long and multiple helices. Hence the PB sequences are characterized by long stretches of low complexity (series of PB ‘m’) and this resulted in wrong residue equivalences in the alignment. Currently, 3DCOMB needs to be locally installed and no webserver is available for the community. Figure 3 shows the improvement of protein superimposition quality (N_{rms}) in regards to the sequence identity of the proteins. Figure 3a shows the quality of mulPBA with all the alignment of HOMSTRAD, while Figure 3b shows the same alignment compared to MultiProt. These representations underline the interest of mulPBA when proteins share a low sequence identity.
Figure 4 shows an example of non-trivial alignment of 5 related structures with Rossmann fold (SCOP Ids: 1gd1o1, 1gpba_, 4mdha1, 5ldha1, 6ldha1 and 8adha2)). They have been superimposed with different available servers like MASS (Dror, Benyamini, Nussinov & Wolfson 2003), MATT (Menke et al. 2008), SALIGN (Madhusudhan, Webb, Marti-Renom, Eswar & Sali 2009) and POSA (Ye & Godzik 2005). The values of $N_{\text{rms}}$, $N_{\text{gdt}}$ and $N_{3.5}$ underline the difficulty of this superimposition. Both MASS and MATT give relatively lower alignment scores ($N_{\text{rms}}$, $N_{\text{gdt}}$ and $N_{3.5}$). POSA has quality scores closest to that of mulPBA (Figure 4), with mulPBA having slightly better scores.

Figure 5 shows the output of the webserver. The output for protein superimposition is both interactive and non-interactive. Important alignment quality measures (alignment score from PB substitutions, $N_{\text{rms}}$, $N_{\text{gdt}}$, RMSDcore and $N_{3.5}$) are also given (Figure 5.1). The color-code allows an easy interpretation of the quality of the superimposition. The complete alignment is presented as aligned amino acid sequences along with their PB assignments and residue numbers (Figure 5.2). A dendrogram gives the structural relatedness between the proteins (Figure 5.3). As one protein could be far away from the other protein folds, leading to poor global scores, the user could also test without this outlier. Importantly, all outputs can be downloaded as simple flat files, which can be an independent file or a global archive (Figure 5.4).

Jmol applet gives an interactive view of the alignment with different rendering (Figure 5.5). PyMol figures are also provided (Figure 5.6) and a downloadable PyMol script can be easily used locally to render nice pictures. Hence the user will have access to all the important data (superimposed structures, precise alignments with residue numbers) and will also have a visual display of the results.
Conclusion

The ability to represent the complete backbone conformation of a protein chain as a sequence of characters followed by the use of sequence alignment techniques mainly distinguishes mulPBA from other structure comparison tools (Joseph et al. 2012). In terms of alignment quality and the efficiency in detecting structural relatives, mulPBA has been quite successful among the wide range of methods available. The web tool also provides an interface for the visualization and analysis of the alignments. Hence, mulPBA can be of great use to the general scientific community. Future improvements of the approach would focus on the optimization of speed as the current approach is very simple. In the same way, we would like to improve the quality of the superimposition using methodologies we developed locally (Gelly & de Brevern 2011).
**Figures legend**

**Figure 1.** *mulPBA approach.* (1) After uploading the protein structures (PDB files), the protein 3D structures are encoded as series of 1D Protein Blocks; each PB sequence is then aligned to the others. (2) These pairwise alignments are used to generate a distance matrix which helps to (3) build a dendogram. (4) This tree guides a progressive alignment leading to the final multiple structural alignment. (5) The multiple PB alignment is then translated into a 3D alignment.
Figure 2. *Comparison of different MSTAs*. Out of 50 difficult cases, the number of alignments where mulPBA gives better $N_{\text{rms}}$, $N_{\text{gdt}}$, and $N_{3.5}$ scores, are given.

Figure 3. *Comparison of different MSTAs in regards to protein sequence identity*. $N_{\text{rms}}$ vs. Sequence identity (a) for the alignments of Homstrad and (b) for the same proteins superimposed by Multiprot.
Figure 4. Multiple structure superimpositions of 5 structures having Rossmann fold. The 3D superposition and corresponding $\text{N}_{\text{rms}}$, $\text{N}_{\text{gdt}}$ and $\text{N}_{3.5}$ scores are given.
Figure 5. Outputs: (1) Indication of quality of the alignment based on different scores, (2) The structure based sequence alignment along with PBs and residue numbers, (3) The tree used to build the multiple structure alignment, (4) The web server output including PyMol pictures (and script file) along with summary information and the coordinates of the superimposed structures, (5) The superimposed 3D structures rendered with PyMol and (6) 3D interactive visualization of the final alignment in Jmol.
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